P R E S S I N F O R M AT I O N

Announcing the release of the next-generation
Confidence III and Accurate III P.P.C. eccentric
cone speakers and the G-50MG and G-130MG
MAGNEOLA acoustic magnesium alloy grille and
enclosure units.
The first upgrade to our flagship Confidence II model and Accurate II standard
model in six years, enhancing their performance with high resolution sound
sources and streaming playback.
BEWITH, Ltd. New Product Announcement December 11, 2015
BEWITH, Ltd. (Headquarters: Tosu, Saga Prefecture, President: Toshiharu Nakashima),
announces its new Confidence III series and Accurate III series speakers, the first
upgrade to Bewith’
s flagship model Confidence II series and Accurate II series highperformance standard model speakers in six years, as well as the release of its new
G-50MG and G-130MG grille and enclosure units featuring MAGNEOLA acoustic
magnesium alloy.
Product lineup and scheduled release date details are given below.
■ Confidence Ⅲ Series
Confidence Ⅲ

Retail date: Feb. 12, 2016

13cm separate 2-way system

(5cm tweeter, 13cm midwoofer, 2-way passive crossover network)

C-50Ⅲ

5cm tweeter

C-130Ⅲ

13cm midwoofer

C-180Ⅲ

18cm subwoofer

■ Accurate Ⅲ Series

Retail date: Dec. 11, 2015

Accurate Ⅲ 13cm separate 2-way system

(5cm tweeter, 13cm midwoofer, 2-way passive crossover network)

A-50Ⅲ

5cm tweeter

A-130Ⅲ

13cm midwoofer

※We will continue to produce the current A-180II 18cm subwoofer.

■ Grille and Enclosure
G-50MG (W)

pearl white

G-50MG (B)

jet black

■ Grille

Retail date: Dec. 11, 2015

Retail date: Dec. 11, 2015

G-130MG (W) pearl white
G-130MG (B) jet black
※We will continue to produce the current G-180 subwoofer grille.
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Confidence Ⅲ Series New Product Overview
The Confidence III series began in 2002 with the launch of the Bewith brand’
s very
first product, the first-generation Confidence, followed in 2011 by the secondgeneration Confidence II model. The Confidence III is the third-generation model
of our flagship speaker. The development of this model has focused on the theme
of high fidelity playback ever since the original Confidence, aiming for superior
realization of full-band tone unification, directional control, and flat and smooth
frequency characteristics as well as improved performance with new digital music
sources including high resolution sound and Internet streaming playback. The drive
for perfection has extended to the material characteristics as well, with improved
diaphragm material, a Sunrise Red Metal matte finish nano-carbon deposition center
cap, more powerful magnets (in the C-130III and C-180III), and enhanced braking
force with a focus on the voice coil (in the C-130III and C-180III). Even in comparison
to the highly rated Confidence II Sunrise specially tuned second-generation model, it
achieves glossier, more beautiful treble, and stronger and more richly expressive low
and midrange against a background of highly accurate and robust driving and braking
forces.
It should be noted that with the launch of this product, the current Confidence II and
Confidence II Sunrise lineups have been unified, all models now featuring Sunrisegrade sound quality and appearance. The Confidence III is not available in a version
with a black center cap.

Confidence Ⅲ Series Major Improvements
(in comparison to the Confidence II Sunrise)
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Third-generation mica polymer diaphragm that further enhances the basic
advantages of the P.P.C. eccentric cone method.
Sunrise Red Metal matte finish center cap produced via nano-carbon
deposition is highly compatible with the diaphragm’
s ideal rigidity and
internal loss characteristics, capable of capturing all the delicate nuances of
high-resolution sound sources.
The entire magnetic circuit and drive system have been fine-tuned to match
the changes in the diaphragm and center cap characteristics.
Improvements to the magnetization system have further strengthened the
magnet’
s force (C-130III, C-180III).
The braking force of the voice coil top plate narrow gap has likewise been
further strengthened through changes in the aspect ratio of the edgewise
wound voice coil wire (C-130III, C-180III).

Confidence Ⅲ 13cm separate 2-way system

C-50Ⅲ, C-130Ⅲ, C-180Ⅲ
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Accurate Ⅲ Series New Product Overview
The Accurate III series is a high performance standard model that inherits the
technical features and sound policy of the new Confidence III series flagship model,
offered at a reasonable price. It follows the original Accurate, released in 2003, and
the second-generation Accurate II released in 2010 as the series’third-generation
model. For the first time in its series history the Accurate III features the same thirdgeneration mica polymer diaphragm and pearl white coating used in the Confidence
III series, and with other elements such as its edges and dampers upgraded to
Confidence standard the amount of sound information has improved remarkably. It’
s no
exaggeration to say that its delicate, dynamic sound not only significantly surpasses
the Accurate II series, but even comes very close to the level of the masterpiece
Confidence II, and with the same pearl white finish as the Confidence series it looks
just as lavish.
Note that the current A-180II Accurate II series subwoofer released in December,
2012 will continue to be produced without a model change.

Accurate Ⅲ Series Major Improvements
(in comparison to the Accurate II)

1.

2.
3.
4.

Features the same pearl white finish as the Confidence III series,
with a third-generation mica polymer diaphragm that significantly improves
the amount of information.
Drive system components such as edges and dampers use the same highest
quality parts as the Confidence III Series.
The magnetic circuit has been fine-tuned in accordance with the changes to
the diaphragm and drive system.
The frame element has the same pearl white finish as the Confidence III series.

Accurate Ⅲ 13 cm separate 2-way system

A-50Ⅲ, A-130Ⅲ
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G-50MG and G-130MG New Product Overview
The G-50MG and G-130MG are next-generation grille and enclosure units made with
MAGNEOLA acoustic magnesium alloy, improving on the G-50 aluminum diecast
shell-type tweeter enclosure and the G-130 aluminum diecast midwoofer grille.
The introduction of MAGNEOLA further improves sound quality with both greater
resistance to vibration and a significant reduction in weight, and increasing the
number of protection bars from two to four meets the standards of the EMMA*
international audio association (G-130MG). These grille and enclosure units
maximize Confidence III series and Accurate III series performance.
Available in two colors, pearl white (W) and jet black (B).
※The current G-180 subwoofer grille will continue to be produced.

Significant weight reduction thanks to MAGNEOLA.
Weight Comparison
Model Number (old)

Weight

Model Number (new)

Weight

Weight Reduction

G-50
G-130

231g

G-50MG

101g

approx. 56%

185g

G-130MG

123g

approx. 34%

G-50MG (pearl white/jet black)

G-50MG+C-50Ⅲ (installation example)

G-130MG (pearl white/jet black)

G-130MG+C-130Ⅲ (installation example)

* Providing a level playing field in sound quality competition, the European Mobile Media Association
(EMMA) was founded in 2000 in order to oversee the various worldwide car audio associations and to
unify their rules.

For more information contact:
BEWITH, Ltd.
2249-4 Imaizumi-machi,
Tosu-shi, Saga-ken, Japan 841-0047
Tel: 0942-85-8000
Fax: 0942-85-0868
e-mail: press@bewith.jp
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